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CUSTOMER SERVICE ORDER HOTLINE
T. +49(0)69 247 52 52-52
F. +49(0)69 247 52 52-8852 
E. customerservice@falkentyre.com

TECHNICAL SERVICE
T. +49(0)69 247 52 52-80 
F. +49(0)69 247 52 52-14 
E. Tech.Service@falkentyre.com

FALKEN TYRE EUROPE GMBH 
Berliner Straße 74-76 
63065 Offenbach am Main | Germany

T. +49(0)69 247 52 52-0  
F. +49(0)69 247 52 52-12  
E. info@falkentyre.com

facebook.com/falken 
twitter.com/FalkenTyres 
falkentyres 
youtube.com/falkentyreeurope 
 falkentyre.com

ROAD SAFETY

Falken’s innovative Coreseal technology is a major contribution  
to improving road safety.

• We recommend using a tyre pressure monitoring system (TPMS) with 
Coreseal tyres. Please note that Coreseal tyres are not designed for 
driving at reduced pressures.

• Inspect the tyres regularly for foreign bodies or damage.  
If you find visible damage or your 
TPMS registers a warning, visit 
your tyre dealer immediately. 

CORESEAL TECHNOLOGY

YOUR SAFETY MATTERS TO US

TYRES
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ABOUT FALKEN TYRES

CHALLENGE

PIONEERING RESEARCH & 
DEVELOPMENT

The Falken brand was established in 1983 in its home country of Japan 
as a flagship name of high-performance tyres. Its founders deliberately 
chose a name that expresses dynamism, performance and natural elegance. 
Over three decades later, Falken is now a high-profile independent brand 
focusing on quality products, continuously driving progress by using some 
of the world’s most challenging professional motorsports events as  
a development and testing arena.

Nails or screws can cause puncture damage to the tread, generally 
resulting in potentially hazardous pressure loss and flat tyres. 

A rapid solution is vital to repair the damage, prevent further deflation and 
ultimately avoid a dangerous emergency situation.

“CORESEAL” – SEALANT TECHNOLOGY BY FALKEN.
THE NEW, INNOVATIVE TYRE SEALANT

BASIC FUNCTIONS

CORESEAL SIDEWALL LOGO

Coreseal was developed as a method of sealing tyre puncture points up  
to five millimetres in diameter. The technology protects you against 
hazardous emergencies such as sudden deflation and keeps you mobile  
in situations where conventional tyres would fail.

Falken Coreseal tyres have the Coreseal logo on the outer sidewall.

• The entire tread has a layer of innovative Coreseal sealant (see diagram)

• If the tread is pierced by a foreign object, the sealant automatically 
plugs and fills the hole and prevents air from escaping

• Coreseal protects the tyre throughout its useful life – assuming the tyre 
has been checked by a tyre professional

EUROALL SEASON I AS210 CORESEAL
ALL-YEAR CAR AND SUV TYRES

Tyre Sizes LI / SI Comments
EUROALL SEASON AS210 CORESEAL 
235/55R18 104V XL C B B 70 M+S, 

225/50R17 98V XL D C B 70 MFS, M+S, 

The object is ejected or is 
professionally removed

Sealant

Internal pressure

Inner liner
Casing
Steel belts
Tread

The Falken EUROALL SEASON AS210 CORESEAL is the ideal choice 
for comfort, safety and performance in all seasons.

EUROALL SEASON I  
AS210 CORESEAL

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

• Innovative V-notch design offers outstanding drainage on wet roads 
and cuts drive-by noise

• Variable mini-groove depth for optimum handling and braking perfor-
mance and ensures even wear

• Advanced 4D Nano Design technology enhances wet grip and improves 
fuel consumption while reducing wear

The viscous sealant material automatically seals any puncture  
and holes in the tread.

LI = Load Index     SI = Speed Index     MFS = Rim Protection 
All technical specifications are subject to customary tolerances. We reserve the right to make technical 
changes at any time. Labelling information may be subject to change.

 External rolling noise°

 Value (expressed in dB(A)) for external rolling noise°

 Fuel efficiency°

 Wet grip°

°Under EU Regulation 2020/740

A foreign object  
pierces the tyre

Image may differ from original.


